
Bittersweet 
Advertisement

How much of a prey the food industry is.



No Difference From Cigarettes ADs



Corporations for sugar and cigarettes paid and endorse the doctors around the nation in the 
US to claim their products works for health benefits. During the time of 1960’s for sugar 
and only two decades earlier it was with cigarettes during the 1940’s.









FTC - Federal Trade Commission

The FTC involvement changes that food has to be accurate. Absolute Nutrients Content 
Claims, etc… 

Which means misleading food labeling for products, causes backlash such as customer 
refunds and legal charges.

Government Stepping In



Examples of FTC takedowns



As time went on, the effectiveness of claiming a product works from declined. Due to legal 
matters and effectiveness of false advertising. The food industry involved into preying on 
children and teenagers as this would establish trust and recognition.

Recent Years Of Food Advertisement



Children and teenagers are more likely to develop a habit and with the usage of technology 
these days of mobile devices and social media, it makes it easy to expose this set of 
audience to advertisements that makes it the norm.

Why Children / Teenagers?



Screenshot taken of iSpot.tv

This shows the average ads in the past 
30 days that features kids, as well as 
targets children on the TV.

Out of 20 ads show on the page, there 
are 9 that is focused food. If you 
considered Grubhub on the bottom left, 
it would makes this 10 out of 20, which 
is half. 



● With the methods of claiming doesn’t work as people picked up what is a scam / 
government taking a stance, the food industry decides that children and teenagers 
are great are funneling. Although children and teenagers don’t have good buying power, 
the established connection of branding and knowing their products is enough to 
transition them to buying their products over time. 

● The usage of the media such as Augmented Reality, shown with the Pepsi AR codes, 
and other technology lifts, allows companies to be creative and establish a new 
platform of advertisement. 

● Children and Teenagers also spend most of their free time on their devices, which is a 
big market of advertisement. 

My Own Thoughts / Theory


